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leads naturally to the concentration camp, whither
ministers of all confessions have been sent in large
numbers for their -witness to their mission. Ministers
have had no right to quarters, nor, while the rationing
system existed, to rations; its abolition is probably for
them a certain alleviation.
In order to understand the Communist approach to
the question I went twice carefully through the Anti-
religious Museum. It is at present housed in the ancient
cloisters of the Monastery of the Passion, which I was
told is due for destruction. It is very interesting. The
left walls of the cloisters are devoted to a pictorial
exposition of the grossest forms of superstition, and in
particular to the association in history of enthroned
religion with enthroned secular power. On the right
hand side is an exposition of the teaching of science.
The guide, who was very clear and lucid, took about two
hours to show me through on my first visit; on my
second I was alone. On the left, in picture, was the
account of the origin of the world in Genesis; at the
creation of the sun on the fourth day, that is, after the
earth and seas, he added quickly : " First mistake/'
The origin of man is set forth by Adam and Eve on one
side, and Darwin and his monkeys on the other. Treat-
ment of the soul was a more thorny matter ; on the left
were the crudest representations of material forms, which
heathen tribes had identified with souls; on this point
science presented no more exhaustive contribution than
diagrams showing the nervous system, which surely left
the question just where it was. Everything was done to
show by picture that early presentations of Christ were
identical with those of leaders of other religions. The

